
 

Computing 
Unit One – Microsoft Products and E Safety. 

1 Use word and email software effectively. 
2 Create simple spreadsheets using formulas. 
3 Produce a leaflet using Publisher software. 
4 Create a professional PowerPoint presentation. 
5 Use Access to create tables and queries. 
6 Understand issues of online crime and laws to prevent this. 
7 Online Safety issues and how to report/prevent these issues. 

Unit Two – Picture Manipulation and Computer Systems 
8 Use simple programming comparison operators in Python. 
9 Be able to decompose a problem providing a simple solution. 
10 Use basic programming techniques, variables, print and input commands. 
11 Create an effective flow diagram that represents a solution. 
12 Program using loop iteration. 

13 Know the timeline, and people within computing, who made computing as we know it 
today. 

14 Identify and explain computer components. 
15 Understand the difference between primary and secondary storage. 
16 Be able to understand and explain the different generations of computer. 

Unit Three - Picture Manipulation and Computer Systems 
17 View different images that have been created via digital imaging and find faults with them.  
18 Be able to use selection tools to edit an image. 
19 Use selection tools, the scale and mirror tool. 
20 Create an image for a spot the difference competition. 
21 Upgrade and create a professional spot the different assessment. 
22 Digital storage sizes and calculation of these. 

Unit Four – Computer Programming 
23 Be aware of different hacking techniques and how to stop them. 
24 Know how the CPU works. 
25 Be able to identify and explain primary and secondary storage. 
26 Basic programming techniques in Python, variables, print and input command. 
27 Be aware and use data types and conditional operators. 
28 Complete Assessment. 

Unit Five - Programming 
29 Be aware of datatypes and variables in Python. 
30 Program in Python using the sequence programming strategy. 
31 Program in Python using the selection programming strategy. 
32 Program in Python using the Iteration programming strategy. 

Unit Six - Data Representation 



33 Convert between binary and denary.  
34 Be able to do Binary addition and binary shifts. 
35 Understand how sound and graphics are stored. 
36 Be aware of the components within a machine and what their function is. 
37 Be aware of how the CPU works. 
38 Complete End of Year Assessment. 

 
 


